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INTRODDCriON
The puxpoM of this research wis to stwiy how childrm of three differ-
ent agest ei^it, nine, and eleven, vieiild react to different lengths of art
periods «Ki how this would show ufi in their art work. Is it better to have a
long or a short art period or does it make any difference? This question is
being asked not only by those setting up an art schedule, but also in a self-
contained classrocn where no set iMigth of period has to be •etabllshad*
&) the art education world it is asewwd that it is best that the child
fct alleatd the tine he needs to finish his art project once it is started
liMM his interest is high, without having to fit hiaself to a sdiedule. Art
instructors and supervisors feel Hiait this is so, but have no evidence to
prove this* It can not be shom by concrete evidence that a twuity oar
thirty minute period is not long enough, that if one oust have a schedule,
the tine period should be adequate, or that it would be still better to let
art go on na'toirally in a self contained elassroon under an esqperienoe cur-
riculum.
CM of the first difficulties encoimtered in this study was the lack ef
a news of neasurlng ax evaluating progress in art* Little or nothing has
been done in this field*
This study wet begun when the need for conclusive data to back up art
philosor^y was felt by -Uiis author* Several nonths later the HAEA canw out
with their 1954 Yeart>o<^ liiich was entirely devoted to research*
larion Quin Dix, president of the NAEA in 1954, stated this problen in
the preface (Barkan 1)*
le, as art educators, have been so long concerned with ''process*
and "doing" that we have had neither tine n(« energy to con|enplate and
prove our thesis*
2The time has cooe, however, »4ien the interests and enthuslaans
of non-art educators for art experience for all children demami that
we find seme answers to their ioportant questions••••This we must do on
the basis of criteria tested by us and meaningful to than. To do this
requires a program of research in lahich we shall all have to help.
This Fifth yearbot* of the National Art Education Association is
the first one devoted to leseareh and represents a significant step
in the early stages of a long «ad difficult process of developing an
adequate program of research*
The introduction to the NAEA Yearbook goes on to state (l)»
Art educators are in a very uncomfortable state of mind with res-
pect to research. Out of repeated experience, they are cwjvinced that
no activities in education are more beneficent to the develojxnent of
good personality or more cwitributive to the iD9>rov«ajent of general
cultural conditions than are the arts. They can state, with religious
conviction, scores of desirable specific contributions of the arts to
the making of good human beings* Not so long ago, I found myself
reciting publlcally to a group of art educators some forty or fifty
such contributions. I made these claims without hesitation, out of
dt)8ervatlon and experience, and they were accepted by the group with-
out demur* If there had been time and need, I could have cited hun-
dreds of case Incidents which would have been entirely convincing to
these teachers who had many similar Incidents In their minds* If,
however, there had been a single "hard boiled" scientific researcher In
the group, who was not also an art educatcnr, he would have had dozens
of quostIons which could not have been answered, and cannot yet be
answered In teims of respectable research standards* We also know that
unless we can find ways to apply such standards, or to Invent new re-
search methods which will carry equal conviction, we shall fall In our
efforts to persuade educational policy makers, budgeteers, and tax payers
that our services are not only essential, but of unique value** ••
practically all we have of research In art education Is pretty feeble
stuff from the point of view of the advanced research technician*
1^ this study, only the children's art work was evaluated, but a me-Utod
of evaluating the actual creative atmosphere during the art period would have
been valuable* It Is hoped that such a method will be developed*
One must also be prepared to find that all one practices and preaches Is
not right* Not only is research a tool for testing and verifying educational
cwcepts and Ideas f It Is also the way toward the discovery of new knowledge
and the clearer definition of the concepts and Ideas we hold* In this way
teaching can be continually la^roved*
LITERATURE SURVEY
Very little has been written about the amount of time allotted for art
in bodes in the art education field. Mitchel (10) in 1937 stated that this
pr<A>l«n is administrative and falls definitely wtside the art field. She
•aid it should btt solved through cooperation of the principals and supervisors
with the classroon teachers* In this paper it is recognized that the art
supervisor definitely has this problem to solve*
Other art educators viho mention time and art are Manfz«d Keller^
Sallie E. Tannahillf and Wilhelm Viola.
Keiler (8) suggested that a record be kept of the amount of time a
child spent on his drawings. Collaring records should help to show how each
child's interest span increased during a school year.
Tannahill (13), in 1932» directed her viriting to the public school admin-
istrator.
To be in keeping with present-Kiay tendencies^ there should be a
more generous time allotment for art than has been given it in the past.
Since art is so often an important part of the general activity work in
the grades, the periods devoted to it should be long enough to enable
the work to be carried through in the desired length of time. It is
difficult to accoB^^lish creative wxek in short prescribed periods that
occur with clock-like regularity.
She reconiaends two longer periods a week rather than several sh(»rfc ones.
Tn the periods often allowed for art there is hardly enough tiiM
to accomplish anything worthwhile after paints, brushes, and paper have
been assembled and distributed. ...In school systems where art has
proved to be a vital and necessary part of the lives of diildren,
sufficient time will be given to it.
Viola (14) states that Cizech*s juvenile art classes met two hours once
a week. These children were five to fourteen years of age and divided into
two groups according to developraent. Viola reported the children loved the
two hours of uninterrupted work.
In the fl»ld of il«wnt«ry Education ao«t ms wltten tboit the tlM
allotment for art*
Otto (U) designated two one hour art periods a week in tite hroad fieldt
curricula for intexnedlate grades* He eophasized that every school needs
MM sort of schedule to fit its conditions so that it »ay advance toiiard the
•<teeational goals sought for diildren*
Both Millard (9) and Blsbree (4) agreed with Otto and designated a one
hour period each day for Creative Activities which included art, music, read-
ing for pleasure etc*
Huggett (6) wumd against the dangers of a special arts and crafts per-
iod. He felt that art say thus becoM isolated frosi the regular school pro-
gram and btMM a ce^^ltt* Mste of tSae* Ideally art should be utilized in
the classroflB under centers of interest or units of experience and its influ-
ence felt at all tiaea.
Nters (12), too, felt that there should be no regisMmted tlae sdtedule.
Dougherty, et al* (3) discussed the prGi>len of tine alloteent as follOMi
Art is an area that has a snail tIaM aUetMOtt yet, by its very
nature it is best suited to relatively long class periods....
....it is urged by soae that the great length of tlae elapsing
between class periods causes a break in the continuity of the lesson
proeeAires, vhidi, in turn, results in a loss of skill and interest*
On the other hand it is generally conceded that short periods are not
conducive to the stloulation of interests In this situation the teacher
is likely to use the total class period in assigning the lesson and
checking the results. Short periods cause the activities to change so
often that the pupils are kept in a state of quandary*
Brow (2) considered the daily prograa as a flexible guide. Thr tiiiie to
be allowed for each subject should be guided by students needs Mhich can be
determined by testing and local, national and state norm guides*
Not one author backed up his stataaants by xaaaareh or other scientific
evidence in the opinions here sunarized and quoted*
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
GMu»ral Background of tho Sao^lc
Tht third, fourth and sixth grados waro ^osan for this study froa
Garfiald and McKinlay grade schools in Clay CMiter, Kansas, a city of about
5,000. Tha two schools have about equal econode and social backgrounds*
The third, fourth and sixth grades at McKinley School were chosen as the
experinental group with 80 ainute art periods once a iiaek. The control group
with a 30 minute period three tisMs a week wtt assigned to grades three, four
and six at Garfield School. Making allowances for getting naterials out and
putting theiB away, both experiaental and control groiq>s spent approxinately
the tsM SMimt of tiae in art class each week.
Since the art instructor did not teach art below the third grade, grades
three, four, five and six wore chosen for this experiasent so Idiat teaching
etheds ewld be held constant. Grade five was eUalMted btMuse of person-
ality probleaw in one of the classes which might have influenced the results.
Art Background of tlM» Staple
Both third grades entered the experiment with good kindergarten art
background. The third grade children in the 80 minute period had more cre-
ative art work in grades one and two than did the third grade children in the
30 minute period. The art instructor took over responsibility for teaching
art at the third grade level.
The fourth grades both had doubtful kindergarten creative art background
taught them by the same teacher. The fourth grade children in the 80 minute
period had more creative art work in grades one and two than did the fourth
grade children in the 30 minute period. During the thiitl grade both groups
had 30 minute art periods, two each tveek one seniester» three each week the
other seioestery urtder the present art Instruetotv*
The sixth grades both had doubtful kindergarten creative art background
under the saioe teacher. In the first grade the 80 minute period had an
excellent creative art sltuati<»f vAiile the 30 ntlnute period had a poor one*
Both had poor art background in second grade. In third grade both had 30
minute art periods, two each week one semester, three each week the other
soiaester, linder -tite previous art Instructor which was good* In fourth, fifth
and tiie present sixtl-t grade the children of both groups have had art under
the present instructor* The above described schedule was also used during
their fojrth and fifth year*
Composition of the Classes
Pictures vjere saved at the beginning and end of the experimental period
from tlxe constant group, that Is, from the part of each class vhlch raoained
in the seme class at the same school* Table one coiqpares the class size among
the six groups* Transients, those viio moved during the experimental period
to or froDB ariother school or «^o were not in regular attendance at art classes
were excluded from the study* Repeaters, those who had been retained in a
class were also eliminated from the study*
Table 1* A comparison of class size among the six groups*
Grade t Period 1 Regular Mes±iers i Transients t Repeaters
t Min* , I (
3 80 22 1 I
3 30 30 6
4 60 21 6
4 30 2& 10 1
6 80 26 9
6 m St 6
Classroom Procedure
A diary was kept of each class period during the experimental time
which began in October, 1954 and ended the first part of March, 1955. Fr«i
the diary it was possible to see how much tine the different classes
averaged in discussion and preparation, work, and clean up respectively*
Table 2# Average time (in minutes) distributiai of art time each week*
93 10
37 la
93 ^
90 i»
9a •
49 19
Grade t Period } Preparation & Discussion $ Work } Cleanup
3 80 17
3 30 41
4 80 17
4 30 25
4 80 20
4 30 30
The third grade, 80 minute period, came out way ahead in time spent
actually woricing, averaging 16 more minutes working time per week than did
the 30 minute period*
Fourth grade time averages were much more closely related with the 80
minute period averaging 53 minutes per week and the 30 minute period
averaging 50*
Cleanup, discussion and preparation averaged considerably less time in
the sixth grade, 80 minute period, vhich was only 28 minutes per week, than
it did in the 30 minute period which averaged 45 minutes per week in cleanup*
The average wooric time per week wast 30 minute period«-45 minutes, 80 minute
period—62 minutes*
The increase in interest span also showed i;^ in the diary for the 60
8minute periods* At the beginning of the year most third graders vfould finish
their first pictures after about 30 to 40 minutes of work* A few spent as
little tine as 20 ninutes on the first pictures* At the end of the testing
period interest span had increased by as nftich as 20 to 30 minutes* In fact
many diildren were not able to finish at the end of the 80 minute period and
did not want to stop vixen it was time for the period to end*
Ibich complaining arose from the third graders in the 30 minute period
when it was tin^ to quit* They usually were just getting started and re«
sented very much that they had to st<^* This is understandable v^en it is
noted that their working time averaged only 14 minutes per 30 minute period*
fOiile this may be ataple time for crayon, the dnildrm did not consider it
long enough for other medium according to the observations recorded in the
diary* Third graders leam quickly, however, and they soon became resigned to
the fact that they could seldom finish anything in one period even when they
were highly interested* They did not seem to mind going back to their un-
finished work two days later*
The third grade's reaction was similar to that of the fourth and sixth
grade 30 minute period*
Because of unavoidable interrupti(m8 in schedule some classes had to be
extended longer than others to have the same amount of time spent in art be-
f(»re taking the actual results* Thus each grade spent approximately the sam
anount of time in each medium indicated in the table during the experimental
period*
Table 3* Time (in minutes) spent in the various medium during the experi-
mental period*
Grade : Period t Water Color » Crayon : Craft and Other Medium
3 80 400 «• 880*
3 30 390 •> 870*
4 80 560 365 335
4 30 570 360 330
6 80 560 365 335
6 30 570 360 330
* Includes crayon.
Except for the differences in length of class period every effort was
made to make the training period as similar as possible on eacii grade level*
Described above Is the amount of time spent in the various mediums* The
category designated as crafts and other mediiaus include a vast variety of
Bltterials such as chalk, tenpera paint, crayon and water color used together,
m<A>iles, paper mache, pupj^etry, block printing, etc.
All classes were supplied with the best possible stimulation and creative
art environment* Art lessons were begun with teacher»-pupil planning about
what the children were going to paint, draw, or make* These usually were
lively accounts of the children's own experiences vyhich they planned to paint
or draw* The 80 minute period usually finished the lesson during the time
ivhile in the 30 minute period a lesson would often last an entire wsek* Vft>en
a child's interest lagged, "I*m finished! See*" a few leading questions such
as, "Where is your clown? Are the children laughing at his ftmny tricks?"
would be enough to encourage him to go on. At the climax of each lesson all
the children's work would be displayed in their own classroom, with the
exception of grade three, 80 minute period, whose work was displayed in the
art room*
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EXPERSSNTAL DESIGN
Pl»«eri^tlon of the Saa^)!*
Sine* using tXl paintli^s from th» entire group would have aade •
prohibitive nunber of pieces to evaluate in the tiae available, ten
tadividuals from eadi class were chosen at randoa to refxresent their groi;qp*
Qm painting isae aounted fron the beginning and one fron the end of the
eiqperlaMtal period for each of the tm students* This made 20 paintings
Item each of the six groups or 120 paintings in all* All of the pictures
wsre 12x18 tmter color paintings edged with a half inch border of black
construction paper and mounted en 18x24 tag board*
Judge Agreement
the four Judges used in judging the paintings were art professors and
instzuetors In the Department of Architecture and Allied Arts at Kansas State
College*
A preliminary judging of the paintings proved that the first criteria
set up for judging was too long and clumsy fax judging these particular
paintings (Appendix). Seme queetiems could net be answered from the paintings
ef feme of the children*
Conse<^iently» a shorter list was made up which dealt only with the
aesthetic quality of the paintings* The judges felt that all the pic'x.^s
could be judged or evaluated on this criteria* The criteria or ybxI^ lea for
evaluation included coBpecition, color* technique, and texture* Each
picture wee rated on a scale ef one, two or three with three being hi^ in
ea<^ of the four categories*
Care «ms taken that the judges did not know which ware the initUl and
ufinal paintings or ttm iihlch tine period they mrv* They did, henftvur,
know the grade and the two painting* which belonged to an individual.
CM mM« arte of ifiMstlgation Is that of the degree of Judge »»ntnt.
Thle woe deteralned fo» each pair of judges on all four variables—conpoal-
tlon, color, technique and texture. For purposes of detenaining whether or
not each pair of judges agreed at better than a chance level the ehi-square
( X ^) technique was used (Garrett 5). An exaaple of a «hi-sqpiaxe computation
luH in this study is included in the Appendix.
The degree of relationship between judges is given by the corrected
coefficient of contingency (5), pp. 362<^. The coefficient of contingency
Is defined as ^2 ^^^ ^ equals the total mnber of observations (120).
Because this figure has an artificial "top" placed on It by the lialted nun-
ber of categories used, a corrected coefficient of contingency peraits a more
direct eonparison with the correlation coefficient (the usual statistical
nethod of expressing degree of relatlontiiip) . In this case, ^e aaxlaMi
value poesible is .866* to «««iM> to get an estlaate of the "true" coorre*
lation, each of tiie contingency coefficients has been divided by .866, giving
the corrected conting«Acy coefficient-«'the iMst aeaningful index of degree of
relationship.
Table 4. Corrected coefficients of contingency betwe«i pairs of judges.
judge 1 Color 1 ConpoiltioR t Texture t Techniqui
A & B .296 .172 .283 .149
A & C .343* .314* .431** .203
A & D .326* .240 .254 .248
B& C .416** .195 .55l»» •372*»
B & D •4SX*» .315» .391*» •128
C & D .597** .137 .294 .401«»
* P<.05 *»p<IoI
ta
All coefflcidntt Htn po«ltiv9, tut only tw»lve of twmty four wwe
significantly different fron zero at the •06 level. A «ord of tiyUMtion
filitding the probability levelt thie figure lepreeents the degoree of con-
fldtnee one can place in the etataoefit, *nrhere ia better than a ehaawe agoiee*
eiit be twaan the two Judgea." Thus« if the probabUity level ia lees than
•09 it siaiia that there cro leas than five ciiaiieea in 100 that am la wrong
when one aMkea the atataaMit ( nariced with one aesterik), and if the pro-
bability level ia less than .01 it oeana that these la less than one chaaee In
100 that one ia Mrong Khan om aahea thia etataMBt (deaignated by two —tt»m
riks). In other words, only 12 of 24 conpariaona ahow a degree ef agiaawant
hi^ enough to be very certain that the Judges had about the aaae thing in
alHd iNa waking their ratinga.
The general interpretation of these data is that the Judge ajraaawnt waa
rawarkably low. Ckily on the variable of eolor waa there consistent aignif!•
eanee end even then the eoraeeted contingency coefficients were far lower
than thoee usually expected in atudiea of Judge agreaaant^ In fact, in
Older to feel very confident that the Jodgea were uaing about the oMe tnm
ef refatenw la aaking their ratinga these coefficients should paebebly be .70
or hlfl^iMr*
In the study itself the aaeaures that ware uaed were the sun of the
ratinga of all four Judges. The reliability of the aua waa not ascertained.
That ia, the question, "Would the ratings for any given individual be about
the aaae if the Judges ware to aalte their ratinga again today?" is unanswred.
te general one feels fairly certain that the reliabUity of a ca«>oaite
rating wUl be higher than the reliability fca any two c«a«>aB«ita ef that
feting. Thua, perhaps, one can feel aoaaehat Justified in dealing with the
aw ef the ratinga aa the baaie aeaaure, elthous^ it ie doubtful that thia
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Uidw has tufflelMt rtllabillty fo» ordinary statietieal puzpoMt.
Dtseri^ien of the Experlnental Design
Two factors were evaluated for each of the four variables, coler»
CMipetltlon, technique, and texture. They are length of class period and
grade. In addition, the possibility of interaction between grade Md period
was investigated. To do this, a factorial design was used (Johnson 7).
There were ten replieatlons, or students, fren each group «*io«e wosk was
evaluated.
Three hypotheses are aade for each of the four variables as will as for
the conposite ratings of all four of these. The first hypothesis is that
there is no difference between grades in final ratings received, when initial
ratings are held constant. Hypothesis two is that there is no difference
between periods in final ratings received, when initial ratings are held con-
stant. The final hypothesis is that there is no significant interaction, or
difference betawen the grades and periods, in final ratings received, with
initial ratings held constant. If a significant interaction were found, it
would Man that the results obtained for one grade and period were si^ifi*
tantly different from these obtained for another grade and period.
iXPBRIMEMTia. RESULTS
The experiawntal desispt requires the use of the techniques of the
malysis of variance and covari»iee. There are several statiatical assunp-
tiens wderlying these techniques. It is assuMd that experSaMital errors
are nemally distributed aroimd zero wifti the sow variance and covarlanee.
Final ratings on each of the variables for each of the six groups were tab-
ulated and an inspection of these distritHitions led to the conelusion that
th*y VMM iMtombly noma, Thwfvf it ms astuMd that the first attinp-
tlon (noxnallty of experinental errors) was fulfilled, although this was not
rigidly tested. In testing the hypothesis of heaogeneous variances, the mill
hypothesis is accepted in every instance. The calculations of l^ are inclu-
ded in the Appendix. Ckie can feel reasonably certain that the variances
aMiig the six groups (the degree of variability ancng class asBbers) are net
•S«nificantly different. The assu^ttion of honogeneous eovariance Mas not
tested statistically, primarily because of the independence of original and
final ratings.
The basic data for the calculations in this study are included in the
Appendix. The first and most interesting conclusion frtn these data is that
there is no significant relationship betvieen first and second ratings. For
example, the student who stands high in ratings on conposition originally is
Just as likely to stand low in the final assessaent as he is to stand high.
The seat is tsue for the other variables. This is a highly unusual finding
since in general those who ware originally low on an ability or an achieveaent
are also low on this varUble at the end of the training period. The result
conceivably could be a function of art as a subject matter, or of the par-
ticular teaching approach used with the children, or of the unreliability of
the Judge ratings. The latter steae Hm aest likely explanation although thttt
is not enough information to be very certain of this. The product moaent
correlation between initUl and final ratings for each of the variables are as
followst coapesitien,
-.077| technique,
-.(^Si color, -.077| texture, .039|
and caq>esite, -.138.
The data in Tables 5 through 9 show the average ratings obtained in each
of the variables for each of the six sections. The statistical significance of
trends in these data has been tested by the data in Table 11 In the Appendix.
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It is very probablo that thovt would have been many more slgnifleant dlffer-
eneet If original scores had been mm closely related to final seoares.
Table 5. Average ratings cdtrtained in the variable eaqposltlon.
t
Period t
Min. t
Pre 1 Post «
1
Pre t
1
Post 1
1
Pm •
t
Post »
t
Total
Pre t PMt
30
80
Total
8.5
8.5
8.50
9.6
8.7
9.15
9.5
6.9
8.20
8.7
8.4
8.55
9.6
8.1
8.85
8.4
9.1
8.75
9.20
7.83
8.90
8.73
fki the variable "conposltlen** there iiere no significant differences be-
t»»en the periods, betwieen groups and no significant interaction between the
two. The trend shorn by initial and final ratings was toward a gain for the
80 mimite periods for fourth and sixth grades and a loss for the 30 nimite
periods in fwrth and sixth grades. Both periods in grade three gain, but
the 30 fldmite period gains notre.
Table 6. Average ratings obtained in the variable color.
t * G^adtt 4 t QtMd» 6 I Total
Period i Pn i Post » Pre » Post i Pr» t Post i Pre i Post
MlA t } I ,
2J S'l 8'5 9,1 7.0 10.6 7.2 9.27 7.57
•0 9.2 8.1 6.9 8,3 9.4 8.0 8.50 8.13
Total 8.65 8.30 8.00 7.65 10.00 7.60
The variable "color" likewise shows no significant differences between
the grades, the periods, and no sis^ifieant interaction between the two.
However, a cmparison between initial and final ratings did show a trend
tewazd a loss in both the 80 minute period and the 30 minute period in sixth
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gradei in fcRorth grade a loss in th« 30 slimtft p«tiod and a gain in the 80
Binute period! and in grade three a gain in the 30 minute period and a loss in
the 80 ainute period.
Table 7. Average ratings obtained in the variable technics.
t
Period I Pre i Post i Pre » Post » Pre » Post t P» « Post
Mia. t I » *
30 8.1 9.0 8.3 7.7 9.6 7.1 8.67 7.93
80 8.6 8.8 6.6 8.0 7.9 8.6 7.70 8.47
Total 8.36 8.90 7.45 7.85 8.75 7.85
A significant F value occured on the variable "technique," Where ihvn
nts a significant difference between groups. The third grtdett wr* rated
significantly higher on technique than were fourth or sixth graders. There
were no significant differences in technique shown between periods or in the
interaction between groups and periods. The trend shown by initial and final
ratings was toward a gain in fourth and sixth grades for the 80 ainute period
and a loss for the 30 ainute period. Both third grades gain» but the 30
minute period gains BM»re.
Table 8. Average ratings obtained in the variable texture.
Period 1 Pre t Post
t
i
t
Gf^e 4
Pre t Post
t
t
t
Grade 6
Pre t Post
t
t
•
Total
Pre » Post
90
80
Total
7.3 7.4
8.2 7.3
7.75 7.35
7.9 6.7
5.9 7.7
6.90 7.20
7.8 6.3
7.2 8.2
7.90 7.25
7.67
7.10
6.80
7.73
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A significant F value also occured on the vaxiable "texture* vahere thtft
m$ a significant difference between periods. The students t«ho participated
in the 80 minute period nde significantly higher scores than did those
participating in the shorter periods. No difference was found between grades
under texture. A saiall difference was shorn in the interacticn between grades
and i^riods. Noted here was a tr«id in fourth and sixth grades toward a gain
by the 80 ainute period and a loss by the 30 minute period. In third grade
the 30 minute period shewed very little gain and 80 minute period a loss.
Table 9. Composite of the ratings in all four variables.
Period t Pre s
Min. t
Post
t
•
Pre : Post
t
t
•
Grade 6
Pre 1 Post
t
t
1
Total
Pre 1 Post
30 32.0
80 ' 34.5
7oUl 33.3
34.5
32.9
33.7
34.8
26.2
30.5
30.1
32.7
31.4
37.6
32.5
35.5
29.0
33.9
31.5
34.8
31.1
31.2
33.2
Cemposite tabulations did not show any significant difference between
grades* periods* cr in the interaction between the two. Htre» the trend shown
by comparison of initial and final ratings in fourth md sixth grades indicated
a lees in the 30 minute periods and a gain in the 80 minute periods. In third
grade the 30 minute period showed t gain and the 80 minute period a loss.
Above it Is shcnm that the third graders rated higher on technique than
the fourth uid sixth grades. In texture the students who participated in the
80 aiUttite period made significvatly higher scores than did these participatii^
in the shorter period. The overall trend favored 80 minute periods in grades
four and six liiile it was toward 30 minute periods at the third grade level,
however* this ttmd was not statistically significant since original ami fiml
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ratings wtre. In ea^h eaM» artlitively independent.
DISCUSSION
In gtntrai the results shewed that there mt som indication that longer
periods tMre best in fourth and sixth grades while a shorter period Mts
faverod in third grade. This* however, is not very strongly euiipeartod by the
statistical analysis. Had there boon a significant relationship between
initial and final scores it is very probable that this trend would haw beta
•ubstantiated and that other significant differences would have been found.
Several reasons are set forth for the lack of significant relationships
between first and second scores* The first is that it eoold be a function of
art as a wbject matter, the second that it night be the teai^ing aji^oach,
and the third that of the unreliability of the judge ratings.
Since the latter is considered the Most likely reason because of the
poor Judge agreoMBt, consideration should be given to sons possible reasons
t*iy agreeannt was so low. First of all it night have boon possible to have
better judge agrement had there been more saaples of eadt student's wcrk fron
both the beginnlBg and end of the experisMintal period. Color ratings might
have been influenced by the fact that the first paintings were d«ne on white
paper *4\ile the last ones were painted on manila paper i«hich would tend to
gray the color. Sooie of the paintings were designs and soM were about the
dtildr«i*s experiences. If they had be«(i all of one categoary or the other it
might have made for better judge agreeaent. Perhaps each of the four variables,
cowposition, color, techni(]ue, and texture, which were judged should have been
more definitely defined so that the judges would be more apt to use the same
frame of reference. Finally, In judging art work, the judge's perssnal likes
and dislikes are bound to influence his rating. It may be that there is no
ti
general agrement en what "good use of color" or "good teehnlque»" and so
forth, mean.
Nhile It could be possible that the teadilng approach used Influenced
the lack of relationship ba twain initial and final ratings, we have no
evidMkce to e]q>lore this possibility. It is probably the least likely
reason of the three set forth since up-^o«date art {^ilosophy «es practiced
at all ti»es.
There is soae reason to believe that the lack of relationship between
initial and final ratings might be a function of art. In the art education
field most educators are aware of a decline in the ability to create as the
child grows older because of adverse influmces froai his environnent. In
o^aar wnrds he becoaes telf^-consclous and critical of his work and an effort
wtt be Bade by the art instructor to prevent this fron hajf^ning. This could
have tOBething to do with the reason the SMend ratings were Just as likely to
be low as hic^ at the end of the experistental period, even though the student
rated hig^ initially and vice versa. If this study were repeated aany ti»es
with the addition of the refinements suggested above and there was still ne
relationship between initial and final ratings there would be a good reason
to believe that this lack of relationship between initial and final scores
Is a function of art.
The indieatim in this study that the longer periods were best in fourth
and sixth grades coincides with present art e<bicational siqpport of the longer
art period. It also coincides with interest span which becones longer as
the diild develops. This also offers an explanation of why the diorter
period was indicated as better for third grade where the interest span would
be ahearter.
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It wtt th«m la thf remits that th« third grad«8 ratad hl^ier on
technique th»i did fourth and sixth grades* This eoineides with t)M
ftMMiption that creative ability declines as critical awareness develops
In the older dilld* In other words» teduilque cobms naturally for the third
graderSf while it is aiore of an effort for fourth and sixth gptaders*
The data fren the diary indicates that nore tiae was used in discussion^
preparation, and deamip each week by the 30 minute period than by the 80
ninute period. Thirty minute periods did not make as efficient use of tiae
as did 13ie 80 winute periods* This backs vp statSMBts aede by Tannahlll (13)
and Ooughtery, et al. (3) about efficient use of tiaw which wsre cited In the
literature survey*
CoiEqparing reaetlms of the two third grade classes to the Imgth of their
class period as taken fron the diary, leads one to believe that possibly a
period soBSMhere between 30 and 80 minutes would be moare satisfaetocry*
Although no evidence Is given in this study to si:qf>port this view, perhaps
two, one-hour periods, a week as Otto (11), Millard and Huggett (9), and
Ilsbree, et al* (4) suggest would be best* This suggests another phase
of experiaenUtion whldi could be continued froa this study*
It would be interesting to see this study continued in various local1*
ties, using the refinements in tedmlque which have been suggested above*
fHHIARY AND CGNCLUSIGNS
The purpose of this research was to study how children of three differ-
ent ages, eight, nine, and eleven, would react to different lengths of art
periods and hew this would show up in their art wnk*
The third, fourth, and sixth grades were chosen for this study from
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Qtrfield and tteKfailey grade schools in Clay Center* Kaneaa, a city of about
%CXX}« The two schools have about equal economic and social backgrounds*
The grades at McKinley S^ool ware chosen as the ejqMriiaental group with 80
minute art periods onM a week. The control group with a 30 minute period
three tbws a week was assigned to the grades at Garfield. A diary was
kept of eadi class period during the experimental period. A s«plSBg of
ten individuals from each class wnre diesen at randan to repmtttnit their
gMHEp in the final evtluation. One painting from the beginning and one fr«»
^e tod of the experimental period was mounted for each of the ten students.
Four judges evaluated the painttoge on conposition, color* technique and
texture.
1. nie study indicated that the longer period (80 minutes) worked
best in grades four and six. However* tliis was sig^ifieMt only in the
variable, texture. Qaly trends* which ware statistically not significant*
favored iha 80 minute period for grades four and six.
2. The i^orter period (^ mimites) was imlieated better for third grade
by trends in each of the variables* but was statistically significant only
in the variable texture.
3. The third grades rated significantly higher in technique than did
the fourth and sixth grades.
4. The diary indicated that more tine was spmt In discussion* pre-
paration* and eleamq) in the 30 minute period which met three times a week
than in the 80 minute period which met once a week. Thus* the 80 minute
period had more time to epend in actual work.
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tAU 10.> Btfie TJttta.
a %f It
t OHBO|itidn t
1 tif 1 m 1 X tT 1 Trt • k if
• • 1 t s
1 I 1 7 9 • 7 7 9 7 9 29 30112 9 10 7 f 9 10 6 7 ai m118 7 9 6 8 6 10 4 7 8$ u114 10 9 8 8 U 8 8 7 37 32IIS 9 12 ft • 8 9 8 8 80 87116 9 11 6 9 7 10 5 10 23 40lit 12 U U 12 10 9 10 9 43 41
1 1 « 10 8 10 7 8 7 8 36 29
1 1 9 10 10 8 10 8 11 7 33 89
1 im 10 7 12 8 U 7 ») 48 »tit 10 7 12 6 10 6 9 n 2S
2 1 2 9 9 8 7 9 6 7 33 31
2 13 12 10 U 8 10 8 12 49 34
2 1 4 10 8 7 6 6 6 6 29 29
2 15 8 8 6 7 5 8 7 26 32
2 16 9 8 9 8 9 8 9 36 32
2 17 11 9 9 7 10 10 8 36 31
2 18 9 9 10 7 7 9 8 34 32
2 19 6 9 8 6 6 6 4 a« 29
2 1 10 11 10 U 8 II 10 9 48 86
all 10 8 12 8 11 6 U 44 30
9 12 11 8 12 6 12 7 10 49 m
3 13 7 10 10 U 10 9 9 82 36
3 14 10 8 U 6 10 8 7 88 30
3 19 11 10 12 6 10 7 11 44 29
3 16 6 9 8 9 6 7 4 M 82
3 17 10 6 9 7 7 7 7 n ai
3 1 8 12 7 11 9 11 9 9 43 23
3 19 10 6 12 4 U 6 10 43 21
3 1 10 9 10 9 10 8 9 4 30 8812 1 10 10 U 9 9 10 10 40 8612 2 10 9 9 9 10 9 9 88 3912 3 7 7 6 8 6 8 4 21 2812 4 U U 11 9 9 10 9 48 8912 9 6 8 7 8 6 8 9 M 8012 6 10 9 11 9 10 8 7 38 8812 7 7 6 9 9 9 8 8 33 2912 8 8 8 8 7 9 9 9 84 3112 9 7 10 10 9 8 9 10 88 87
1 2 10 9 9 10 8 10 9 11 40 39
2 2 1 7 8 9 10 7 7 7 30 33
2 2 2 6 7 5 6 8 9 9 24 27
2 2 3 6 U 7 U 8 11 9 II 26 44
2 2 4 10 8 8 7 6 7 9 8 88 81
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Table 10. (concluded;
GtPsI jX»Y iXjYiXsY t XiY t XiY
t t i t t
2 2 5 8 10 7 10 7 10 7 9 29 39
2 2 6 5 8 5 5 S 5 5 6 20 24
2 2 7 5 9 7 10 6 9 4 7 22 35
2 2 8 9 T 8 9 7 8 8 7 32 31
2 2 9 7 7 6 6 6 7 5 7 23 29
2 2 10 6 9 7 9 6 7 4 9 23 34
3 2 1 8 7 9 5 7 9 4 7 28 28
3 2 2 9 9 10 8 8 7 7 7 34 31
3 2 3 e 9 10 7 10 9 9 9 36 34
3 2 4 7 10 7 9 6 9 6 6 26 34
3 2 5 8 10 10 10 8 11 6 8 34 39
3 2 6 9 7 10 8 6 7 6 7 31 29
3 2 7 8 11 10 11 7 10 8 11 33 43
3 2 8 11 8 12 5 11 6 u T 45 26
3 2 9 5 11 7 8 7 11 6 11 X 41
3 2 10 8 9 9 9 9 7 7 9 33 34
G Gr«d« P s Period I s Individual
I « 3 rd grade I 30 ffiln« I to 102S4 th grid* 2 = 80 min* X B Initial rating
3 S 6 th gradt Y!B Final rating
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TtbXe 11. Analysis of variance and eovarianoc».
df 1 1x2 I 2xy t £y2 , df I i^r « tts t F
SMUiilifll
ftcror 54 179#7000 •12.1000 100.3000 53 99.4853 1.8771 ....
GP 2 17.0500 -4.7666 6.5334 2 5.9022 2.9511 1.572 NS
a 2 4.2333 1.1333 3.7333 2 3.8941 1.9471 1.037 NS
p 1 28.0167 3.4166 .4166 1 .8683 .8683 . ..*
ToUl 59 229*0000 -12.3167
1
1
110*9833 58 110.1499 Mo Sum No Sua
Error 54 163.1000 9.4000 161.1000 53 160.5582 3.0294 ....
CP 2 28.6334 -14.7833 7.6333 2 8.0240 4.0120 1.324 m
6 2 41.6333 -4.1500 6.1000 2 6.5072 3.2536 1.074 NS
P 1 8.8166 -6.5167 4.8167 1 5.3101 5.3101 1.753 NS
Total 59 242.1833 -16.0500 179.6500 58 180*3995 No Sun No Sui
Tftchipiouy
tgtmt 54 165.1000 ^9000 117.0000 53 116.8546 2.2048 ....
GP 2 16,1299 -8.0667 7.6333 2 6.8510 3.429B 1.554 NS
Q 2 17.7334 3.5000 14.7000 2 14.8347 7.4175 3.364 aet
P 1 14.0201 -7.7333 4.2667 1 3.5211 3.5211 1.597 NS
Total 59 212.9834 -17.2000 143.6000 58 142.0614 No Sub No Sua
EsTor 54 251.0000 24.8000 152.4000 53 149.1528 2.8142 «...
GP 2 21.0334 -8.2167 10.0334 2 12.1697 6.0849 2*162
G 2 7.6333 1.2167 .2333 1 .8634 .8634 «...
P 1 4.8166 -7.9333 13.0666 1 15.2017 15.2017 5.402
Total 59 284.4833 9.8667 175.7333 56 177.3866 No Sub No Sub
XnNHF 54 2306.6000 -75.2000 1392.0000 53 1389.5483 26.2179 • . .
.
OP 2 322.0334 -115.5500 107.9334 2 96.5431 48.2716 1.841 NS
a 2 210.0333 16.6833 69.0333 2 70.1244 35.0622 1.337 NS
f 1 209.0666
-U1.2000 58.0166 1 34.2643 34.2643 1.307 NS
Total 59 3047.7333 -315.2667 1626.9833 58 1590.4801 No Sua No Sun
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Tid9lt 12. Lj calculations*
*
,I »• t leg n, , n log n i O," : logOg- , n log 9s"
fiflBSftUsLSH
8 10 1^000000 10.000000 20^4 1.30963 13.0963
• 10 1.000000 10.000000 8.1 .90849 9.0649
i 10 1.000000 10.000000 16.4 l.a482 12.1484
• 10 1.000000 10.000000 20.1 1.30320 13.0320
• 10 1.000000 10.000000 16.4 1.21484 12.1484
e 10 1.000000 10.000000 18.9 1.27646 12.7646
48 60 ^n log R « 60.0000 100.3 ^n. log©,- . 72.2746
H- •958 k A 6 f « 6 Accapt P>.05
C^i^
• 10 1.000000 10.000000 20.5 1.31175 13.1175
8 10 1.000000 10.000000 6.0 .77815 7.7815
8 10 1.000000 10.000000 45.6 1.65321 16.5321
8 10 1.000000 lOiOOOOOO 14.9 1.17319 11.7319
8 10 1.000000 10*000000 40.1 1.60314 16.0314
8 10 1.000000 10.000000 34.0 1.53148 15.3148
48 60 iCn log n • 60.0000 161.1 Zn^ logOg" • 80*5092
H« •818 kS6 t 98 Accapt P>.05
Tachttida
8 10 l.OOOOOO 10.000000 16.0 1.20412 12.0412
8 10 1.000000 lOiOOOOOO i4A 1.38202 13.8202
8 10 1.000000 10.000000 14«9 1.17319 11.7319
8 10 1.000000 10^000000 5^6 .74819 7.4819
8 10 1.000000 10.000000 28.0 1.44716 14*4716
8 10 1.000000 10*000000 28.4 1.45332 14.5332
48 60 2n log n m 60*0000 U7.0 tn^ logo," 74.0800
%iz .880 kS6 18 8 Aceapt P>.06
i io 1.000000 10.000000 18.4 1.26482 12^64a2
8 10 1.000000 10.000000 36.1 1*55751 15*5751
8 10 1.000000 10.000000 26*1 1.41664 14*1664
8 10 1.000000 iO.OOOOOO 18.1 1*25768 12*5768
8 10 1.000000 10.000000 26*1 1.41664 14^1664
8
48
10
60
1.000000 .
2n log n a
10.000000 ,27*6 y
60*0000 1^^-^ ^"«:
iij*r.i
.
14.4091
83.5420
H-. .972 k»6 f • 8 Aceapt P>.05
Table 12. (ccxicluded)
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f
• "s t log Dg : n log n : ©s- : log ©s" J n log ©s"
QSBOS^iiiA
8 10 1,000000 10.000000 198.4 2.29754 22.9754
8 10 1*000000 10*000000 164»9 2.21722 22.1722
e 10 1^000000 10.000000 266.0 2.42488 24.2488
8 10 1 ,000000 10.000000 170.9 2.23274 22,3274
8 10 1.000000 10.000000 302.1 2.48014 24.8014
8 10 1.000000 10.000000 28£*9 2.46075 24.6075
48 60 £n log n 60.0000 1391.2 2rks log ©s" - 141.1327
h « .971 k 6 f • 8 Accept P>.05
An Exan^le of a CJii-equsxe Cooiputation Used in this Study
Chi-square is defined by the equati(» 2 (O-T)^ viiere is the c*>-
t
served frequency and T the theoretical frequency. The Observed frequency is
obtained by determining the nianber of tallies in each separate cell. The
theoretical frequency is given by the equation Rj^ x Cj
vyhere R< is the
total number observed in the 1*^ row, C| is the total nianber observed in the
i*" column, and GT is the grand total of all observations. Thus, using the
sample table below for Judge A and B on the variable cooqjositiwi, the
theoretical frequency for the first cell (cell 1-1) is» 33x23 s 6.3, For
cell 1-2 the theoretical frequency would be 23x60 m 11,5, Cell 1-3 can be
obtained by subtracting (6,3 / 11,5) from 23 or by coo^utlng 27x23 b 5,2
Table 13 Judge A and B, composition.
Ratings : 1
Judge A
t 2 , 3 i Total
J
u
d
9
e
B
1
2
3
Total
9 (6.3)
11 (11.5)
3 (5.2)
23
15 (16.2)
30 (29.5)
14 (13.3)
59
9 (10.5)
19 (19.0)
10 ( 8.5)
38
33
60
27
120
30
JUDCSS* INSTRUCTIONS (For pxttlininary evaluation schedule which tut dlMivdid*}
!• A mting sheet is provided for each picture* Each is titled according
to the grade group it represents. Place the nuober of the picture tad
your initials in the upper right hand corner.
2. The pictures axe nuibexed and hung in nuaerical order. The first tmiMx
represents the grade, the second is the picture nuaber.
3. The pictures are Iwng in three groups according to the gndes they
represent—<3» 4, and 6. The rating sheets are different for each group.
4. Try to get the vhole groiq> in Bind before rating eatih picture of the
group individually.
5. Sate each picture 1 to 5 with 5 superior and 1 low*
6. The distribution should be approxiaately lOS^ 1, 20^ 2, 409l( 3, 209^ 4,
and 10^ 5 in each grade gr«q> as far as possible. It does not have
to be rigid.
7* Please rate the pictures independently without influence froai the
other Judges.
$• If yeu feel that the picture dees not contain sufficient evidence to
judge en a certain question, nte it and add the initials *NSE".
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fTyflfrrltftTy •vtluatioQ schedule liiich wts dlseerdeci.
)
EVALUATION SCHEODLE FOR THIRD ORAOE
AESTHETIC GRCNTHi
I* It there repetition in color, lines, or shapes «hleh aid the design?
2* Doss -tiie child think In terns of the whole drawing—not in texav
of single details only?
3* Does the child use decorative pattern?
4. Does the child fill all the paper with color?
5« Is there a dosinate thssw or center of interest?
6« Has the child filled the space or paper so It is well balanced?
7« Does the picture hold together, have unity?
8. Is there variety in the picture?
CREATIVE QRONTHi
1* Does the child create his osn concepts«or do they look adult celled
and influenced?
2* Does he vary these concepts?
TH»NICAL GRCMTHi
1. Does the child ^pply paint snoothly?
2* Is the diild able to control llcpiid paint, ke<^> it froa running?
3* Has the child discovered how to adx paints?
nKEPTUAL GRONTHi
1« Are the lines strong «nd oontimiOtts<—or weak and halting?
2* Does the diild Indicate differences in texture?
3* Ate objects drawn ssMller to indicate distance?
4. Dees the child use variety of color, sudi as different grows for
grass md trees?
3a
5. Has the child discovered the horizon line?
6. Has he discovered that he can overlap, that is, put things In frcnt
of ether things In his picture?
PHYSICAL GROITHt
1. Does the child show action in the hiaun figure?
2* Dees the child keep his color within the detexnined space?
moriONAL GROVTHt
1. Is there a lack of "folding over"?
2. Does the child use his scheae for drawing people and other objects
flexibly?
3* Dees the child vary tite size according to the inpocrtance of itfiat he
Is representing?
4. Does the child use bold lines or brush strokes?
5« Does the child onit, exaggerate or change Maningful parts of the
picture?
6* Is there a lack of continued over-exaggeration?
7* Does the child draw large—or does he draw snail, tiaid figures,
sbjects and riiapes?
\ I
INTELLECrUAL GROlfrHt
1. Has the child developed reprtsmtaticnal ideas or shenata for the
things f»iliar to hia?
2» Are these clearly exprttwdt
3* Does he show details?
4« Does he relate color to Ejects realistically?
SXIAL GROrrHi
1. Does the diUd see and shew (put) hlaeelf in his picture?
2. Does he show the things in his environasnt in ccaparative size and
p«r^>ectlve?
3. Dees he use base lines?
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4. Dots tht dilld dr«« about hie ttavlrcnaMt?
5. Is thttre anything to indicate that the child •••• hinself in zelation
to other people?
EVALUATION SOSDULE FOR FOURTH ORAOE
AESTHETIC GRONTHt
1. Doot the child relate eolort to each other in an over-all color scheae?
2« Does the child use decorative pattern and texture?
3* Do details successfully becsne part of the total picture->or does he
overdo detail to the neglect of the picture as a viiole?
4. Does the picture have xhyUm - gained by repeating colors, shapest
llMS?
5« Does the picture hold together, have unity?
6. Is there variety in the picture?
?• Has the child filled the paper or space so it Is mil balanced?
8. Is there • dcninate th«M «* center of interest?
9. Does the child fill all the paper with color?
CREATIVE GRONIHt
1* Does the child create his own ways of representing things from his
own experience—or do they look adult copied and influenced?
2* Does he vaxy these concepts?
TECHNICAL GRONTHs
1. Does the child aii^ly paint smoothly?
2* Is the ^ild able to control lit^piid paint, keep it from rwning?
3* Has tiM child disoovaared how to nix paints?
PmOSfTUAL GRQRTHi
!• Has the ^ild discovered the horizon line?
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2. Has he discovered that he can overlap, that ls> pat things In front
of other thinge in his picture?
3« Art MM objects dram smaller to indicate distance?
4* Does the child indicate viiat effects light and action have en the
objects In his picture?
9» Dees the child indicate differences In texture?
6. Does the child use variety in color, such as different greens for
grass and trees?
PHYSICAL GRONTHt
U Is the sex of the people dratan evident?
2. Does the child show noustaehe, hair style, and other secondary sex
diaracterlstics?
3» Does the child show action in the huaan figure?
4* Dees he keep his color within the detexnined space?
WimiCmL GRCMTHt
1. Does the child draw large—or does he draw tiaid figures, objects
and Stapes?
2* Does the child use bold lines or brush strokes?
3. Are the parts i*ilch ai^t be i«ost iaportant to the dilld eaotlenally,
l^e most detailed?
4. Does the child see hlaself 1a the drawing?
5« CNms the <dilld show any exaggerations?
INTELLECTUAL GROirTHi
U Dots the d»lld put aside his sdieaata for represmting things to any
txttat?
2* Does he show details?
3« Can you recognize details when they are separated froa the whole?
4* Does the child show perspective or distance in the picture?
5* Does he indicate the sex of the people drawn in the picture?
3S
SOCIAL GRORTHi
1* Is there a relation in size and perspective between the people in the
pteture and the background pictured?
2« Are the people pictured in proportion to each other?
»• le it evident that the child feele that he is a part of the group by
anything pictured?
4. Is there anything to indicate that the child notices social differences
in people and where they live?
EVALUATION SQIBDULE FOR SIXTH GKAfil
AESTHETIC GROKTHt
!• Dees the child relate colors to eadi other in an over-ell color schene?
2« Does the child use decorative patteam and texture?
3, Do details successfully beccoe part of the total picture—or does he
overdo detail to the neglect of the picture as a Mhole?
4, Does the picture have rhythm - gained by repeating colors, lines,
lAapes?
5, Does the picture hold together, have unity?
6* Is there variety in the picture?
?• Has the child filled the paper or spatt te it is well balanced?
8. Is there a doalnate these or center of interest?
9. Dees the child fUl all the paper with colov?
€REAlIVi GROKTHt
1. Even though he is beccning critical of his work does the child still
•*-* to do a free, creative painting?
S« Bets the diild show originality?
TECHNICAL GRQNTHi
1. Does the child apply paint sneothly?
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2» Is the child able to contxoX liquid paint, keop It from zismlng?
3* Has the child discovsMd how to atlx paints?
PERCEPTUAL QROKIH Is the child aware of the folloufingi
1. Visual environnent
2. Depth
3* Horizon
4* Light and ^adow
5* trinUes and folds in clothing, etc*
i« differences in line and eelor intensity in distant and close-up cbjectt*
?» Texture
8* Enotions In peq>ltt*
PHYSICAL GBOfTHi
i
1* Are differtRces In girls and boys aade clear?
2m Art joints used in the human figure?
3* Art differences in size and agt tf pteple i^twi?
4« Dots he ke^ his color within the determined space?
noriQNAL GRomit
!• Dots the child see hinself in the drawing and in the action he depicts?
2. Are the figures relaxed and at ease?
3. Does he depict his environment and emotioes in the picture?
4. Is color used either to sysdbolize oar to create a aood?
5« Does the child draw large«-ox does he draw timid figur«s# Objects and
shapes?
INTELUCrUAL GROfTHt
1« Does the child coopletely put aside his sehenata for representing things?
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2, Does he show details^ especially to show differences?
3* Does the (^ild show 8 more conscious approach to his subject?
SXZAL GROVTHt
1« Are the relative sizes of things obtained?
2. Is it evident that the child feels that he is a part of the group
by anything pictured?
3. Is there anything to indicate that the child notices social differences
In people and vthere they live?
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The purpose of this thesis vas to study how children of three different
age3» eight, nine, and eleven would react to different lengths of art
periods and how this would show up in their art work. In the art education
world it is assioned that it is best that the child be allowed the time he
needs to finish his art project once it is started when his interest is high.
Art instructors and supervisors feel that this is so, but have no evidence to
prove this. This study was begun vixen the author felt the need for ccmicIu-
sive data to back up art philosophy*
Few authors have dealt with the problem of time and art in the lit-
eratuure of art education. Those vho did, did not back up their statements
by research or other scientific evidence.
The third, fourth, and sixth grades viere chosen for this study from
Garfield and McKinley grade schools in Clay Center, Kansas, a city of about
5,000. The two schools have about ec^al economic and social backgrounds.
The grades at McKinley School were chosen as the experimental group with 80
miiiute art periods once a week. The control group with a 30 minute period
three times a week was assigned to the grades at Garfield. Both groups
spent approximately the same amount of time in art class each week. A
diary was kept of each class period during the experimental period.
All classes were supplied with the best possible stimulation and cre«>
stive art environn^nt. Art lessons were begun with teacher-^pil planning,
individual encouragement and help was given, and the children *s work was dis*
played regularly.
A sampling of ten individuals fxom each class were chosen at randan to
jrepresent their group in the final evaluation. One painting from begin-
ning and one from the end of the experimental period was mounted for each of
the ten students.
Four jwiges evaluated the paintings on composition, color, technique, and
texture, rating each picture on a scale of one, two, or three in each of the
four categories with three being high* They did not know v^ich were the
initial and final paintings or from which tinae period they were from*
For purposes of determining uhether or not each pair of Judges agreed at
better than a chance level, the chi-square technique vms used* The general
interpretation of these data was that the Judge agreement was remarkably low,
far lower than those usually expected in studies of Judge agreement*
Two factors, length of class period and grade, were evaluated for each of
the four variables, color, composition, technique and texture. In addition,
the possibility of interaction between grade and period was investigated* To
do this, a factorial design was used*
The first conclusion from the basic data was that there was no signifi-
cant relationship between first and second ratings* The student who stands
hig^ in ratings originally is Just as likely to stand low in the final assess-
ment as he is to stand high* The result could be a function of art, the
teaching approach, or of the unreliability of the judge ratings*
The study indicated that the longer period, 80 minutes, worked best in
grades four and six* However, this was significant only in the variable,
texture. Oily trends, vhich were statistically not significant, favored the
80 ainute period for grades four and six*
The shorter period (30 minutes) was indicated as better for third grade
by trends in each of the variables, but was statistically significant only in
the variable texture*
The third grades rated significantly higher in technique than did the
fourth and sixth grades*
3The diary indicated that saore tiiae was spent In discussion, preparation,
and cleanup in the 30 minute period which met three tiraes a v«ek than in the
80 nlnute period i^icl^ inet once a vieek. Thus, the 80 minute period had man
ticie to spend in actual ivork.
